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The most recent results on top-quark pairs and single top-quark dif-
ferential cross-section measurements in proton–proton (pp) collisions with
the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at

√
s = 8 and

13 TeV are presented. The results are compared to the latest QCD theo-
retical calculations.
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1. Introduction

The top quark was discovered by both the CDF [1] and the D∅ [2] collab-
orations in 1995 at the Tevatron Collider. It is the most massive elementary
particle known and the heaviest quark of the Standard Model (SM). The
top-quark physics provides a sensitive probe to investigate the Higgs boson
properties, to test the validity of the SM and to potentially discover physics
beyond the SM, since its properties are precisely predicted by the theory.
In this overview, some of the most recent measurements of top-quark pair
(tt̄ ) and single top-quark differential cross sections performed by the ATLAS
Collaboration using data collected in 2012 (L = 20.2 fb−1 at

√
s = 8 TeV),

2015 (L = 3.2 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV) and 2015+2016 (L = 36.1 fb−1 at√

s = 13 TeV) are presented. The ATLAS detector and its performance are
described in [3].
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2. Single top-quark differential cross-section measurements at√
s = 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector in the t-channel

Single top quarks are produced in pp collisions via electroweak charged-
current interactions. At Leading Order (LO), three different processes may
take place, according to the virtuality of the exchanged W boson: time-
like (t-channel), space-like (s-channel) and the associated production of a
single top quark and an on-shell W boson (Wt-channel). At the LHC, the
t-channel mechanism is the dominant one, followed by the Wt associated
production and the s-channel. At

√
s = 8 TeV, ATLAS has performed dif-

ferential cross-section measurements in the t-channel using the lepton+jets
(`+jets) signal topology [4]. The top quark is reconstructed by means of
the Pseudo-Top algorithm [5], which builds the top-quark four-momentum
from its decaying products and the missing transverse momentum ( ~Emiss

T ).
Since the resulting system is underconstrained, the mass of the W boson to
which the top-quark decays is fixed. To separate t-channel single quark sig-
nal events from the expected background, a high Emiss

T is required due to the
presence of a neutrino, as well as a b-tagged jet (coming from the Wtb ver-
tex). In addition, several kinematic variables have been combined into one
discriminant by employing a neural network (NN) discriminant, trained on
simulated events. QCD multi-jet background is extracted via a data-driven
technique, while the other backgrounds are estimated via Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. The spectra are then corrected for detector effects by means of a
Bayesian iterative unfolding technique [7]. The same technique is adopted
for the other analyses presented. Figure 1 shows the measured cross sections

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Absolute differential cross sections as a function of the absolute value of the
top-quark rapidity at particle (a) and parton (b) levels [4].
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as a function of the absolute value of the top-quark rapidity both at particle
level and parton level. The measured spectra are compared with different
Monte Carlo (MC) generators (Powheg and MG5_aMC@NLO, showered with
Herwig) and, at parton level, with a next-to-leading order perturbative QCD
prediction. The SM predictions provide a good description of data.

3. Single top-quark differential cross-section measurements at√
s = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector in the Wt-channel

With the large set of data collected with the ATLAS detector during
the 2015 and 2016 campaigns (L = 36.1 fb−1) at a center-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 13 TeV, the ATLAS Collaboration was able to perform differ-

ential cross-section measurements also in the Wt channel in the opposite-
charge sign dilepton decay topology [6], which is the purest one. The largest
source of background comes from tt̄ production events. The background
suppression is achieved by requiring exactly one b-tagged jet in the final
state and applying a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) discriminant. Since
the top quark is kinematically underconstrained, no top-quark reconstruc-
tion is performed. Figure 2 shows the measured absolute differential cross
section as a function of the energy of the b-tagged jet, compared with
Powheg+Pythia6, Powheg+Herwig++ and MG5_aMC@NLO+Herwig++ MC
predictions. A good agreement is observed in the bulk of the distribution.

Fig. 2. Absolute differential cross sections as a function of the energy of the b-tagged
jet at particle level [6].
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4. tt̄ production differential cross-section measurements at√
s = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector

At LO, the tt̄ production originates from two production modes: qq̄ an-
nihilation and gluon–gluon (gg) fusion. At the LHC and for

√
s = 13 TeV,

the gg fusion process dominates, accounting for almost the 90% of the total
production rate. The top quark decays almost exclusively into a W boson
and a bottom quark. The tt̄ events are thus classified according to the de-
cay modes of the two W bosons. When both W bosons decay hadronically,
the event is defined fully hadronic. This is the channel with the highest
branching ratio (BR ∼ 44%), but it also has the largest background con-
tamination. When the two W bosons decay leptonically, the channel decay
mode is called dilepton, which is the purest one, but with the lowest branch-
ing ratio (BR ∼ 10%). When one of the two bosons decays hadronically
and the other one decays leptonically, the channel is defined `+jets. It is
also referred to as a golden channel, since it is the best compromise between
branching ratio (BR ∼ 46%) and background contamination. The mea-
surements of the tt̄ production differential cross sections allow to perform
stringent tests of the SM, since the theoretical predictions are available at
the next-to-next-leading order (NNLO). This process also constitutes the
main background for Beyond Standard Model (BSM) searches and it is also
sensitive to gluon PDFs. The ATLAS Collaboration performed differential
cross-section measurements of the tt̄ system in all the three different channels
at
√
s = 13 TeV using data collected during the 2015 [8, 9] and 2015+2016

campaigns [11]. Due to the substantial differences between the channels,
distinct approaches have been employed to reconstruct the tt̄ system and
improve the selection efficiency, while reducing the background contamina-
tion. In the `+jets channel, two different regimes are taken into account,
defined by the pT of the hadronically decaying top quark. When the top
quark has a low pT, its decay products are well-resolved in space (hence it
is referred to as resolved regime), whilst the decay products of an high-pT

top quark will be subjected to a Lorentz boost and will be revealed by the
detector as a large radius jet. This regime is also known as boosted regime.
The multijet background is estimated through a data-driven matrix method
techniques, the W production in association to jets is estimated by a mix-
ture of MC-based and data-driven techniques, while the other sources of
background are MC-based only. The system reconstruction, for the resolved
regime, is handled through the Pseudo-Top algorithm, whilst, in the boosted
regime, the highest-pT top-tagged large-R jet is identified as the hadronic
top quark. Figure 3 (a) shows the measured relative differential cross section
as a function of the hadronic top pT compared to several MC predictions;
some tension between data and most predictions is observed. In the dilepton
channel, events presenting opposite-sign eµ leptons are selected. This is the
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purest channel, since the contamination from Z production is strongly sup-
pressed. The background estimation is fully estimated using Monte Carlo
predictions. The largest expected source of background is from Wt associ-
ated production. The system reconstruction is performed via the neutrino
weighting algorithm [10]. It consists of spanning the (ην , ην̄) plane, being ην
(ην̄) the pseudorapidity of the final-state (anti)neutrino. For each (ην , ην̄)
pair, the resulting Emiss

T is compared with the measured one and a Gaus-
sian weight is estimated. The pair corresponding to the smallest weight is
taken as the correct one. Figure 3 (b) shows the relative measured cross sec-
tion for the top pT spectra compared with different MC predictions. Most

(a) (b)

(c)
Fig. 3. Relative differential cross section as a function of the pT of the hadronic top
quark in the resolved regime (a) in the `+jets channel [8], of the top quarks and
antiquarks in the dilepton channel (b) [9] and of the leading-pT top quark in the
fully hadronic channel (c) at particle level [11].
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generators agree with the unfolded data within the experimental uncertain-
ties, with the exception of the Powheg+Herwig++ MC simulation. Both the
measurements in the `+jets and the dilepton channels have been performed
using the full 2015 dataset collected with the ATLAS detector. Finally, the
measurement in the fully hadronic channel, performed with the full 2015
and 2016 dataset in the di-boosted regime is presented. The events are re-
quired to present two top-tagged high-pT large-R jets. Both of them are
required to be associated to a small-R b-tagged jet. The dominant source
of background comes from QCD multi-jets events that are estimated with a
data-driven technique. The other sources of background are based on MC
predictions. Figure 3 (c) shows the measured relative spectra for the leading
top pT, compared with MC. The several predictions agree with data within
uncertainties.

5. Conclusions

The latest top quark and tt̄ production differential cross-section mea-
surements performed by the ATLAS Collaboration exploiting data collected
by the ATLAS detector at the LHC at a center-of-mass energy of 8 and
13 TeV have been presented. The results shown are, in general, in a good
agreement with latest SM predictions. It has been shown that the ATLAS
Collaboration, by performing high-precision measurements, is able to con-
duct stringent tests of the SM and, concerning the tt̄ measurements, it can
explore very high-pT phase-space regions and obtain results that are consis-
tent between different channels.
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